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Survival analysis is also known as duration modeling, failure
modeling, event history analysis, etc.

The most commonly used model of survival data in political
science is the Cox Proportional Hazards (CPH) model.

But CPH is unable to answer questions such as:

Our goal is to adapt the CPH model to be able to give direct
answers these questions.
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What exactly is hazard?

Survival analysis is concerned with the distribution of lifetimes.
The dependent variable:

Ti ∈ (0,∞)

is the duration of case i . The CDF is the probability that T is less
than or equal to some value t:

F (t) = Pr(T ≤ t)

An important point to remember is that the PDF

f (t) =
d

dt
F (t),

represents density, not failure probability.
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Cumulative failure probability: F (t)

Failure density: f (t)

Cumulative survival probability: S(t) = 1− F (t)

Hazard rate:

h(t) =
f (t)

S(t)
,

the failure density conditional on case i surviving through time t.

Hazard ratio: the multiplicative change in the hazard rate for a
unit increase in X
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Parametric Survival Models

Parametric survival model: hazard is assumed to follow a
pre-specified distribution whose parameters are a function of X

Some parametric survival models can produce expected survival
and marginal change in expected survival.

These models include:

I Weibull

I Exponential

I Log-normal

I Log-logistic

Problem: these models make restrictive assumptions about the
distribution of the hazard rate with respect to time
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Alternative distributions of the hazard rate over time

If the hazard rate is not constant, monotonic, or unimodal, then
these parametric survival models are misspecified.

Alternative: the Cox Proportional Hazards model.

I Assumes only order of the duration times matter (not
intervals between them)

I Result: Only “part” of the available information is used. Cox
model is estimated via “partial likelihood maximization”
(PLM)

I Able to model general forms of the hazard function

I Able to report results in terms of hazard ratios

I Cannot generate predicted durations
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The hazard of hazard ratios
A hazard ratio is the multiplicative change in the hazard rate.
That is, the result is δ, where

As X → (X + 1),

f (t)

S(t)
→ δ × f (t)

S(t)

So if δ = 2, that means the conditional failure density is twice as
large.

Easy to calculate: in CPH δ = exp(β).

But density has no substantive meaning! So it’s not clear what
this result really means.

Researchers can only remark on

1. whether the hazard rate increases or decreases,

2. whether this change is statistically significant
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Hazard ratios

1. make it easy to conflate conditional probability with
conditional density,

2. and say nothing about the magnitude of an effect.

A much better result is predicted duration

How long do we expect a case to survive for particular values of X?

or marginal change in predicted duration

How much longer do we expect a case to survive for a unit change
in a particular X?

These statistics do not conflate probability and density, and have
substantive meaning.
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Our goal

To give researchers a method for survival analysis that

I models general forms of the hazard distribution over time,

I and generates predicted duration and marginal change in
duration.

We are working on three ways to calculate expected durations and
marginal changes for the CPH model:

1. A approach using a generalized additive model (GAM)

2. An approach using the cloglog model

3. A fully non-parametric approach based on Cox’s formulation
of the nonparametric hazard rate

All 3 will be implemented in a new R package. We are
currently calling these methods Cox ED – Cox with Expected
Durations.
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The GAM approach

Five main steps:

1. Estimate a Cox model.

2. Generate and rank the linear predictor.

3. Estimate a generalized additive model (GAM) fitting the
observed durations against these ranks.

4. Predict expected durations and estimate marginal effects from
the GAM fit.

5. Repeat the process many times.
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Step #1: Estimate a Cox model

Specification and other issues should be addressed at this stage.

I Measurement.

I Covariate selection.

I Handling tied event times.

I Proportional hazards.

I Frailty, stratification, etc. . .



Step #2: Rank the linear predictor

I Compute exp(xβ) for each observation, rank from smallest to
largest.

I This is the model’s expected failure order for each observation.
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Step #3: Estimate a generalized additive model (GAM)

Using a GAM, regress the actual durations on the ranked linear
predictor.
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Step #4: Generate expected durations/marginal effects from the GAM

(a) Generate expected durations for each observation directly from
the GAM fit.

or. . .

(b) Generate expected durations for two hypothetical covariate
profiles to compute a marginal effect.

1. Set X to a “low” value and calculate exp(xβ).

2. Set X to a “high” value and calculate exp(xβ).

3. Add these new data points to the rest of the data and re-rank
the linear predictor.

4. Pass the new rankings to the GAM as new data to generate
expected values.

5. Compute the difference between these two expected values.
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5. Compute the difference between these two expected values.
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Step #5: Repeat the process many times

Account for uncertainty through resampling.

I Generate many new sets of coefficient estimates via
bootstrapping or simulation.

I Generate and rank the new linear predictor.

I Fit a new GAM using the original actual durations and the
new linear predictor ranks.

I Re-estimate the marginal effect.



Simulations
Compare Cox ED to parametric models:

I Exponential, Weibull, and Log-normal.

I N = 50, 200, 500, and 1,000.

Two types of data generating process for the baseline hazard:

I Random generation: From fitting a spline to
randomly-drawn points.

I Parametric: From the assumed distribution of the
exponential, Weibull, or Log-normal.



Simulations

Performance criteria:

I RMSE of expected durations for each observation.

I RMSE of marginal effect for a one-unit increase in a covariate.

Results:

I Random generation: Cox ED outperforms the parametric
models, especially as sample size increases.

I Parametric: Cox ED performance is close to parametric
models, but not quite as good.



Replications

We replicate three articles from three different subfields

1. Martin and Vanberg (2003): Coalition government formation
in Western Europe.

2. Binder and Maltzman (2002): Senate confirmation of judges
to Federal Courts of Appeals.

3. Mattes and Savun (2010): The duration of civil war peace
agreements.

All three replications show that using Cox ED helps with
substantive interpretation of results.



Example: Martin and Vanberg (2003)

Key independent variables: Ideological range of government,
number of parties in the coalition.

Original interpretation:

I “An increase in the ideological range of the government from
zero (single party) to 1.24 (average coalition) decreases the
odds of government formation by approximately 23
percent.”

I “Negotiations leading to three-party coalitions were on
average over 50 percent less likely to end on any particular
day than negotiations leading to two-party coalitions.”



Example: Martin and Vanberg (2003)
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Conclusions

The quantity that researchers/students/policymakers actually
care about is the length of time until an event occurs.

Possible with parametric models, but then an assumption about
the baseline hazard is required.

Cox ED allows for the computation of expected durations while
staying in the Cox model framework.

To do:

I Check, refine, and debug the clogclog and fully nonparametric
versions of Cox ED in R

I Complete the simulations to compare all 3 approaches
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Thank you!



The cloglog approach

If the survival times are discrete, then it is possible to reshape the
dataset so that one row is a potential failure time point for an
observation.

Obs. Time Failure X Z

1 1 0 165 50
1 2 0 165 100
1 3 1 165 200

2 1 0 200 120
2 2 1 200 240

3 1 1 310 180

Then failure is a binary outcome. We can employ the
conditional-log-log model.
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The cloglog approach

Time fixed effects or a spline/polynomial function of time provide
an estimate of the baseline hazard function.

We use the model to estimate failure probabilities pit for each
observation i and time point t.

Then we calculate expected durations from

E (Ti ) =

Ti∑
t=1

tipit .

To obtain marginal effects, we predict probabilities out of sample
for new datasets with new values for the variable of interest, and
subtract.

Standard errors through bootstrapping.
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The Fully Non-Parametric Approach

Cox and Oakes (1985, 104) propose a non-parametric method for
calculating the cumulative baseline hazard from the CPH model,

Ĥo(t) =
∑
tj<t

dj∑
l∈R(tj )

ψ̂(l)
,

where

I dj indicates failures at time j

I R(tj) is the risk set – all observations yet to fail at time j

I ψ̂(l) is the exponentiated linear model for an observation in
the risk set

In other words – the CBH at time j is the number of failures
before time j divided by the sum of the exponentiated linear
models for observations yet to fail at time j .
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The Fully Non-Parametric Approach

We use this method to calculate the CBH. Then the baseline
survivor function is

Ŝ(t) = exp[−Ĥo(t)].

To find expected durations, we don’t need to calculate the failure
density. Instead we use the property of a strictly positive random
variable that

E (x) =

∫ ∞

0
P(x ≥ t)dt.

So we apply a Riemann sum to approximate this integral from the
survivor functions.
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The hazard of hazard ratios

Hazard ratio / Hazard rate:

h(t) =
f (t)

S(t)
.

Every article that reports results in terms of hazard rates also
attempts to define a hazard rate for the audience. For example:

“the probability that an event will occur at a particular point in
time, given that it has not yet occurred” (Martin and Vanberg
2003, p. 329)

“the instantaneous rate of failure at time t conditional on
survival until time t” (Mattes and Savun 2010, p. 519)

These definitions are incorrect because they conflate density and
probability.
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Some interpretations of results

“An increase (decrease) in the hazard rate means that the variable
has the effect of speeding up (slowing down) a confirmation
decision”
(Binder and Maltzman 2002, p. 193)



Some interpretations of results

“Thus, a positive coefficient implies that an increase in the level of
the corresponding independent variable will increase the likelihood
of a successful conclusion of negotiations (relative to the baseline
probability of successful conclusion), while a negative coefficient
implies a decrease in the probability of a successful conclusion”
(Martin and Vanberg 2003, p. 331)



Some interpretations of results

“A positive coefficient indicates that the hazard rate is increasing,
i.e., that higher values of the covariate lead to an increased risk of
experiencing renewed civil war. Conversely, negative coefficients
suggest that the hazard rate is decreasing, i.e., that higher values
of the covariate lead to a lower risk of failure”
(Mattes and Savun 2010, p. 520)



Parametric Survival Models

Model Assumption about hazard rate

Exponential Constant
Weibull Monotonic

Gompertz Monotonic
Log-normal Unimodal
Log-logistic Unimodal

Constant – the risk of failure is constant over time

Monotonic – the risk of failure is always increasing or always
decreasing over time

Unimodal – the risk of failure increases monotonically, reaches
one peak, then decreases monotonically
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Figure 1. Example plots of hazard functions

Weibull and exponential models

The Weibull and exponential models are parameterized as both PH and AFT models. The Weibull
distribution is suitable for modeling data with monotone hazard rates that either increase or decrease
exponentially with time, whereas the exponential distribution is suitable for modeling data with
constant hazard (see figure 1).

For the PH model, h0(t) = 1 for exponential regression, and h0(t) = p tp�1 for Weibull regression,
where p is the shape parameter to be estimated from the data. Some authors refer not to p but to
� = 1/p.

The AFT model is written as
log(tj) = xj�

⇤ + zj

where zj has an extreme-value distribution scaled by �. Let � be the vector of regression coefficients
derived from the PH model so that �⇤ = ���. This relationship holds only if the ancillary parameter,
p, is a constant; it does not hold when the ancillary parameter is parameterized in terms of covariates.

streg uses, by default, for the exponential and Weibull models, the proportional-hazards metric
simply because it eases comparison with those results produced by stcox (see [ST] stcox). You can,
however, specify the time option to choose the accelerated failure-time parameterization.

The Weibull hazard and survivor functions are

h(t) = p�tp�1
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